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	Cardiovascular English, 9783540731412 (3540731415), Springer, 2008

	The multiplicity of cardiological tests and therapeutical procedures demands a sound knowledge of cardiological English and can be extremely demanding for non-native English speaking cardiologists, cardiology residents, nurses, and medical students. This book is an introduction to cardiological English and intends to help all those who need to use professional English but do not speak it on a day-to-day basis. This book is the fourth manual of a series of medical English books.
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Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard: Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to Identify Cybercrime SuspectsSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of a cybercrime using digital forensics techniques as well as physical investigative procedures. This book merges a digital analysis examiner's work with the work of a case investigator in order to build a solid case to identify...


		

Spring 2.5 Aspect Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Developing powerful web applications with clean, manageable code makes the maintenance process much easier. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the easiest and quickest way to achieve such results. Spring is the only Java framework to offer AOP features. The combined power of Spring and AOP gives a powerful and flexible platform to develop and...


		

SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2009
SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled presents a direct trouble–shooting methodology for identifying poorly performing stored procedures and queries, isolating the causes of that poor performance, and fixing the underlying problems. Each chapter is dedicated to one of the top causes of poorly performing queries and shows...




	

Foundations of WF: an Introduction to Windows Workflow FoundationApress, 2006
Have you ever spent hours coding workflow for your applications? If so, the new Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) technology will make your life easier. Foundations of WF: An Introduction to Windows Workflow Foundation introduces you to using Visual Studio 2005 and the Windows Workflow Foundation (part of Windows Vista) to...


		

Innovations in Embedded and Real-Time Systems Engineering for CommunicationIGI Global, 2012

	Like the anti-lock brakes system of a car, real-time systems are time-vital technologies put in place to react under a certain set of circumstances, often vital to security of data, information, or other resources.


	Innovations in Embedded and Real-Time Systems Engineering for Communication has collected the latest research...


		

Practical Algorithms for ProgrammersAddison Wesley, 1995

	The purpose of this book is to provide a practical compendium of algorithms for use in applications. Unlike most works on algorithms, this book is not a  textbook: you will not find implementation details left as an exercise for the reader, nor will you find highly theoretical discussions of algorithms with small  snippets of code...
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